virtuallandline
telephone…
anywhere
YOUR LOCAL TELECOMS COMPANY

With BT’s recent price increase of 5% hitting a numerous local
consumers and businesses, it has never been a better time to get
rid of your landline and have all calls diverted to your mobile to
benefit from cost savings of a divert service from Belvoir Telecom.
With a Virtual Landline service, calls to your designated telephone number are
diverted to your mobile phone to help improve the volumes of answered calls,
particularly for mobile or field workers and frequent travelers.
4 Just £6.95 including vat per month
4 No longer a need for a BT line or line rental
4 180 free minutes if diverting to landline or 50 free minutes to a mobile
4 Diverts all calls for just 0.9p plus vat to landlines or 4.3p plus vat to mobiles
4 Routes calls even when abroad
4 Extend your package to include low cost international calls

Make the smart move to a reliable and affordable telephony solution that
allows you to keep your existing landline or non-geographical number, or
you can select a new area specific number from the Belvoir Telecom range.
Switching is easy. We can migrate your existing telephone number for a small porting fee, or we can supply new 01
or 02 dialling code numbers for most geographical areas. The number is yours for as long as you want and is location
independent so that you will never need to change your number again if you move. All calls to your number would be
diverted straight to your mobile phone so you no longer require a physical telephone line or need to pay BT line rental.
Alternatively you could have it diverting to another landline if preferred.
SET-UP COSTS*: £10.00+ VAT

YOUR LOCAL TELECOMS COMPANY

MONTHLY RENTAL: £5.80+VAT

reducing the cost of business telephony

